Installation Guide & Owner’s Manual

R9280 Retrofit System

For Converting a Legacy VistaClear Central System to the Upgraded HP Design

V1000-XX-C

V1000-28-HP

Centralized backflow prevention,
water filtration & operatory cleaning

Visit vrg.support/retrofit for a short video showing simple, step-by-step installation instructions.
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Warranty Notice:
Your additional warranty coverage
included
with
your
new
HP
Retrofit System covers only the
new components provided in this
conversion kit as your original system
warranty may have expired. Please
note the new serial number and
record all information on the back of
this manual. Also refer to the warranty
information included on page 13 of
this new manual.

Filters included with this system and
replacement filters may contain an
antimicrobial that helps protect the
filters and system components from
colonization by microorganisms.

VistaClear™ is a proprietary dental waterline treatment system
that is intended to serve as a backflow prevention device, provide
improved water quality and reduce bacterial contamination in
dental unit water lines used for irrigation, cooling, lubrication and
scaling procedures. This comprehensive system combines all of
the desired methods recommended for treating dental waterlines
— filtration; independent, off-line operation potential; and, a
simple chemical treatment feeding system. It also has the ability
to remove or significantly reduce other contaminants commonly
found in city water.

Innovation
The VistaClear HP system offers great innovation with a new filter
design. In order to reduce filter replacement cost, the new filter
design is over twice the size and capacity as the previous sealed
filter. This means two larger filters can replace up to four regular
R5450 units. Instead of two, three or four R5450 filters mounted
horizontally on the system board, the new HP system has two
vertically mounted housings that serves up to eight operatories
per zone.
Another beneficial feature that helps save cost and better protects
the environment is the use of permanent filter housings. When is
comes time to change filters each year, simply depressurize the
system, remove the filter sumps and change the biofilter elements
instead of replacing the entire filters as before.
The VistaClear HP Retrofit System is being made available to all
current VistaClear central system owners so they can upgrade
their systems to the newer style and technology. The Retrofit
System is being made available at about the same cost as
replacing four regular R5450 filters. That means there will be major
replacement filter savings every year to come.
Every VistaClear system includes a starter supply of EPA-registered
VistaTab Dental Waterline Cleaner Tablets. VistaTabs are powerful
antimicrobial tablets used for the cleaning and control of microbial
contaminants in dental unit waterlines. See the Line Cleaning
section of this manual for usage details.
Read this manual thoroughly and keep it with your original
VistaClear manual permanent records after installation. Use this
new manual as a reference guide for your routine maintenance.
Return your warranty registration form or register online
immediately upon installation and contact your distributor with
any questions you may have. Thanks again for your wise decision
to invest in a VistaClear HP Retrofit System!

 VistaResearchGroup.com  vrg.support  (419) 281-3927
 1244 County Road 1475, Ashland, Ohio 44805
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Special Notices, Warnings & Reminders
To ensure that your new VistaClear Dental Waterline
Treatment System provides many years of trouble free
service, please observe the following:
1.

Read the complete Installation Guide & Owner’s
Manual to completely understand the installation,
maintenance, capabilities and limitations of the
system.

2. We strongly recommended that plumbing required
for this system be done by a trained, authorized
professional contractor who is familiar with all local
codes working in conjunction with an authorized
dental dealer technicians. See
pages 4 & 8 for system plumbing and water quality
specifications.
3. Both filter elements should be changed at least once
per year or after every 800 gallons (3,028 liters) of
use, which ever occurs first.
4. All VistaCheck backflow preventer check valves
downstream of the Distribution Manifold on the
system should be checked at least once per year
to make certain they are working properly. Follow
the steps on page 20-21 to perform this simple but
important testing procedure. This is best done while
changing the filter elements.
5. Bypassing the System:
Every VistaClear central system comes configured
with the ability to bypass the system during
emergencies and/or required system maintenance/
repair during business hours.
A. The red bypass line tubing is provided but never
“connected” by the manufacturer.
B. The bypass line should never be “connected”
during general installation.
C. If the system is ever bypassed for any reason,
it should be bypassed for only as long as is
necessary to accomplish the maintenance or
repair and disconnected as soon as possible.
D. If the system is ever bypassed for any reason, a
complete system cleansing procedure should be
performed as described on page 16 & 17.
6. The system should never be operated unless filter
elements are installed their proper location.
7.

Remember to complete and return the warranty
registration form or register online immediately upon
installation. It is very important that we receive your
registration so that we can 1) place your name in
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the national VistaClear systems registry, 2) send you
a reminder to change your filter elements and test
your backflow preventers, 3) notify you of improved,
streamlined maintenance procedures or new line
cleaning agents, and 4) send you system registry
certificates and patient pamphlets.

Important Product Information
VistaClear for use in dental offices is a complete
manufactured assembly for process water. The system
is used for filtering water for use during patient care
in dental operatories while also serving as a backflow
prevention device. When installed and maintained
properly it helps provide improved water quality by
reducing submicron particulate, organic and inorganic
contaminants including certain microbiological
organisms that may be present in the source water.
Each VistaClear system includes CSA certified
VistaCheck dual check valve backflow preventers for
use on the compressed air and potable water inlets
and each treated water outlet; air and water pressure
regulators; specialty water treatment filters; air gap
drain fitting; control and distribution manifolds;
pressure gauges; a mixing chamber, injection port
and threaded plug for the administration of periodic
cleaners and antimicrobials; a starter supply of VistaTab
antimicrobial cleaner tablets and, 1/4” O.D. tubing,
fittings and valves. The system is to be installed by a
trained dental equipment technician and/or suitable
plumbing subcontractor and maintained by trained
dental staff.
Use of a VistaClear system does not, by itself, eliminate
the need for proper user maintenance. Due to the
nature and complex design of dental delivery units,
the periodic use of approved waterline cleaners and
antimicrobials is extremely important for proper dental
waterline care. According to the CDC, even sterile
water delivered to a typical dental delivery unit can
be quickly contaminated due to a combination of
factors including tiny diameter tubings, fittings and
ports; laminar water flow; low volume water use; slow
flow rates; acquiescing to warmer room temperatures
and the use of quick connect fittings, handpieces, air
water syringes and attached scaling devices that can
introduce contamination from the environment in
addition to insufficient periodic user maintenance. For
these reasons, Vista Research Group, LLC, does not
make specific bacteria reduction claims.
It is recommended that water quality testing for HPC
(heterotrophic plate count) organisms should be done
on a regular basis using either in-office test kits or
laboratories certified to perform such tests. Should HPC
counts exceed desired levels, the waterlines should
be flushed and cleaned using approved antimicrobial
cleaners like VistaTab.
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Typical Installation
Operatory
1

Operatory
2

Operatory
3

Operatory
4

Operatory
5

Hygiene
1

Dedicated lines to each operatory
unit*

Hygiene
2

Hygiene
3

VistaClear 1000-28-HP shown.
Serves up to 8 operatories. An
optional 10-operatory distribution
manifold is available (DM125-10C).
For more than 10 operatories, zone
systems based on specific need.

VistaCheck dual backflow
preventers - CSA-certified
Compressed air to operatories,
hygiene rooms, lab, etc.
Air compressor

NOTE: All solid-line items are
included with the VistaClear
system. Dashed-line items are to
be provided by your contractor.

Compressed air feed
to VistaClear
Regulator assemblies
Cold water feed to VistaClear
Air gap
1-1/2” drain with trap
City water to hot water tank,
sinks, toilets, etc.
City water to office
RPZ or other backflow preventer
device per
local code
Sediment filter and
bypass loop
Solenoid shutdown
valve for dental
equipment
or
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Installation Summary
Layout for Two New Holes for HP Bracket

2-1
/4”

Visit vrg.support/retrofit for a detailed, step-by-step
instructional video to aid in the process.

Typical Tools & Supplies Required:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hammer
Drill
Pilot drill bit (1/16” – 3/32”)
White spackling compound
5/16” wrench
Tape measure & pencil

T

6-7/8”

L

11-3/4” O.C.

R

It’s a good idea to lay a small towel under the system to
catch any drops of water during the upgrade process.

1. First, close the water inlet valve on the lower
manifold.
2. Turn off the supply valve on the right end of the
upper manifold by turning it 90 degrees away from
the board.
3. Open the drain valve at the bottom of the mixing
chamber, then open the air valve to purge remaining
water from the system. Close the air valve when
water stops running to drain.
4. Close the drain valve at the bottom of the mixing
chamber.
5. Remove all of the tubing in the center of the system
from the filters. Simply push in on the collets of the
push-to-connect fittings, then pull out the tubing.
6. Remove all of the horizontally mounted filter
elements from the white clips and discard.
Depending on the model, there will be two, three
or four filters on a legacy VistaClear central system.

FRONT
B
the left side, the first hole should be 6-7/8” down
from the top edge of the board, and 2-1/4” in from
the left. Mark the location of the second hole 113/4” to the right of the first hole, also 6-7/8” down
from the top of the board.
11. Before drilling your pilot holes, double check your
hole locations and make sure the marks you just
made line up with the holes on the new VistaClear
HP bracket.
12. Drill pilot holes with a 1/16th or 3/32nd inch drill bit.
13. Install both of the provided hex-head washer
mounting screws. Stop or back off the screws to
allow a gap of about 1/8” between the screw head
and the board.

7. In a similar fashion, remove the tubing from the
mixing chamber, then remove the mixing chamber
from the white clips on the system board.

14. Carefully remove both filter sumps from the new
filter manifold, but do NOT remove the mixing
chamber from the bracket. Be very careful not to
drop the sumps, as the filter elements inside are
fragile.

8. Remove all white filter clips and screws from the
system board.

15. Hang the filter bracket on the two screws and
tighten with a 5/16” open-end or adjustable wrench.

9. Gently pound down any screw burrs remaining on
the holes and fill them with white putty or spackling
compound.

16. Transfer the filter serial numbers from the outside
of each filter to the record table on the back page
of the included retrofit manual.

10. Now that your system board is cleared, mark the
locations where you’ll drill two new holes for
mounting the VistaClear HP bracket. Starting from

17. Remove the labels and plastic wrap from both
filters. Try not to touch the surface of the ceramic
(Installation Summary continued on page 6)
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Installation Summary (continued)
filter, or wear clean gloves. Check for cracks in the
surface of the filter elements, and do NOT install if
you discover any cracks.
18. Carefully lower the filters into their respective filter
sumps, making certain the open-ended cap is “up”
in the housing.
19. Carefully thread the sumps onto the manifold,
making sure that the filter element with netting is
installed in the right sump and the white ceramic
filter element is installed in the left sump, as you’re
looking at the system board. Be sure not to crossthread the sumps, and hand-tighten only. The
supplied sump wrench should not be used to
tighten the sumps—only to help remove them.
20. Pull the control manifold out of the two small white
clips near the lower edge of the system board, then
remove the elbow adapter from the left end of the
control manifold. Pull the male adapter check valve
off the short piece of tubing on the new assembly
and thread it firmly into the left end of the control
manifold. Turn with a wrench to tighten until only
about two threads are still visible.
21. Now reconnect the tubing to the control manifold.
Plug the 1/4” O.D. tubing back into the check valve
you just tightened. Plug the center 1/4” tubing into
the elbow adapter on the center of the control
manifold. Finally, turn the elbow adapter on the
right end of the control manifold clockwise so it
points upward, then plug in the right 1/4” tubing.
Snap the control manifold back into the clips.

23. Reconnect the drain line tubing to the bottom of
the new mixing chamber.
24. Check all connections to make sure they are tight.
Refer to the photo or drawing of the HP system as
a guide to make sure the new system is connected
correctly.
25. Turn on the water supply by turning the blue handle
on the water valve on the lower control manifold.
Water will start to flow into the filter housings.
26. Open the drain valve on the bottom of the mixing
chamber, allowing air to be purged from the system.
Once water has filled both filter sumps, water from
the filters will begin to flow to the drain. Allow the
water to run to the drain for five minutes.
27. Close the drain valve on the mixing chamber and
check the system for any leaks. If a leak is detected,
immediately turn off the water supply and open the
drain valve on the mixing chamber to relieve the
water pressure. Attend to the leak, then repeat the
steps to check for additional leaks.
28. If all connections are leak-free, begin a complete
purging and cleaning of the system, as described
in the included instruction manual and in an
instructional video available online at vrg.support.
This will ensure all lines are clean and ready for use.

22. Plug the tubing coming from the mixing chamber
at the top, right side of the new bracket into the
valve on the right end of the distribution manifold
at the top edge of the system board.

Make certain to supply all information in the table on the back of this manual. Also be sure to complete and
mail the warranty registration form or supply the information online by going to vrg.support/register.
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System Layout

1/4” O.D. poly tubing
Distribution manifold
Multi-stage biofilters
Check valve
Filtered water to mixing chamber
Injection port
VistaCheck dual backflow preventers
CSA-certified
Pressure regulators (set at 40 psi)
Compressed air
Shutoff valves
Cold water from main supply, after shutoff solenoid
Control manifold
Control manifold pressure gauge
1-1/2” drain with trap
Drain air gap assembly (meets ASME A112.1.2-1991,
BOCA P-201.0 and P-1505.11)
Mixing chamber
Access Port
Mounting clips
Distribution manifold pressure gauge
Operatory ball valves
Tubing to Operatories
Treated water to operatories
Bypass fittings
Note: Items 9, 10, 11, 14 and 21 to be provided prior to
installation by plumbing contractor
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Maintenance Guide
As with any piece of equipment, proper installation
and maintenance of your VistaClear Dental Waterline
Treatment System is critical. After installation, the dental
waterlines will need to be cleaned to remove any
contamination. The installer or service technician should
perform the initial line cleaning.

LINE CLEANSING PROCEDURE:

In order to prepare your dental system for use, follow
the procedures shown on the following pages. Although
other cleaning agents can be used in conjunction with
the VistaClear system, we have provided complimentary
VistaTab antimicrobial cleaner tablets for your use. You
will use these products during the simple maintenance
program.

FOR LINE CLEANSING WITH VISTATABS:

This should be done immediately after installation and as
needed. Note: Always remove hand-pieces, A/W syringe
tips and scalers before cleaning lines. Also remember to
purge any quick disconnect ports and cup fillers if present.

Follow the general line cleansing procedures on page 11.

LINE RINSING PROCEDURE:
Follow the general line cleansing procedures on page 11.

System Maintenance Summary
DAILY

NONE – Simply discharge each
dental appliance for 3 minutes
every morning and between
patients for 30 seconds as directed
by the CDC and Health Canada

QUARTERLY

PURGE and CLEAN – Follow the
“Line Cleaning” and “Line Rinsing”
directions on page 11.

or as needed*

ANNUALLY

Change the water filter elements.
(Part # R9720 from your dealer.)
Test the VistaCheck dual check
valves.
PURGE and CLEAN – Follow the
“Line Cleaning” and “Line Rinsing”
directions on page 11.

* Treatment should be done if bacteria count is greater than 500
cfu/mL as recommended by the CDC
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System Cleaning Features
In addition to submicron filtration accomplished by the proprietary filters, the patented VistaClear system offers
several additional features for maximum line cleaning options.
The mixing chamber is designed to allow for the precise delivery of cleaning agents and serves as a 750 ml “batch
tank” for the system. Having both cold water and compressed air feeds on the lower manifold allows for maximum
cleaning options.
A. A port on the control manifold on the lower section of the system allows for the injection of cleaning solution or
antimicrobial (VistaTab) liquid solutions. Simply dissolve the agent in about 20-30 ml of water then inject into the
port using the 35 cc luer tip syringe included with each system.

A1

A2

B. All VistaClear HP systems have an access port on top
of the mixing chamber. This allows for the addition of
cleaning agents. This eliminates the need to use the
injection port on the control manifold. The person
maintaining the system has the option to use whichever
method works best for them.

Note: Always depressurized the system before attempting to
remove the access port plug on top of the mixing chamber
or when injecting any solution into the injection port on the
control manifold! Follow the directions on page 11.
B

© 2000-2017 VRG, LLC. All rights reserved.
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Air inlet valve
Mixing Chamber Cap
Water Inlet valve
Drain valve
Distribution Manifold valve
Operatory valves
Dental appliance lines
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Cleaning Procedures
Step 1: Purging the System & Waterlines
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

3.
Close water inlet valve 
4.
Slowly open drain valve 
1.
Open air valve 
4 when water stops running to
Close drain valve 
drain.
7 in each
Discharge all dental appliance lines 
operatory into sink, cup or bucket until all water is
evacuated and air emerges. Begin by discharging
the quick-disconnect fitting on the delivery unit,
if present, to speed the process considerably.
1.
Close air valve 
4 to relieve all pressure from
Open drain valve 
system.
4.
Close drain valve 
6.
Close all operatory valves 

Step 2: Adding Line Cleaner
You will need to follow this procedure for each
operatory, one at a time. Never attempt to add
cleaner if there is pressure on the system!
2 from the top
1. Remove the mixing chamber cap 
of the mixing chamber.
2. Add one VistaTab to the chamber and thread the
cap back into place. (Use two tabs per operatory
for initial cleaning after system installation.)
3 to fill the mixing
3. Open water inlet valve 
chamber with water to dissolve the VistaTab.
3 when the two gauges
4. Close water inlet valve 
read the same pressure and the mixing chamber
is full. Wait at least two minutes for the tab to
dissolve completely.
1.
5. Open air inlet valve 
6 for the operatory to be
6. Open one of the valves 
treated.
7. Go to operatory and discharge all dental appliance
7 in that operatory into sink, cup or bucket
lines 
until all air is evacuated and cleaning solution
emerges from each appliance line, then stop.
Again, start with the quick-disconnect fitting on
the delivery unit to speed the process.
8. Return to the central system board and close air
1.
valve 
4 to relieve all pressure from
9. Open drain valve 
the system and both system pressure gauges read
4.
zero, then close drain valve 
Repeat Steps 1–9 for all remaining operatories (one
operatory at a time) and allow solution to remain in
water lines for at least five minutes.
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Step 3: Line Rinsing Procedure
1.
1. Slowly open air valve 
4 to remove remaining
2. Slowly open drain valve 
cleaner from mixing chamber.
4 when air emerges from drain.
3. Close drain valve 
7 in each
4. Discharge all dental appliance lines 
operatory into sink, cup or bucket until all cleaner
is evacuated and air emerges.
5. Return to the VistaClear system and close the air
1.
valve 
4 to relieve all pressure from
6. Open drain valve 
system.
4.
7. Close drain valve 
3 to fill mixing chamber.
8. Open water inlet valve 
9. Return to each operatory and discharge all dental
7 into sink or cup until all air is
appliance lines 
evacuated and clear water emerges. Rinse each
line for at least 10 seconds (or a total of 500 mL of
clear water for each operatory).

Valve Operation
Open:

Closed:

Valve Positions for Normal Use
1

3

4

5

6


Air Inlet Valve................................... CLOSED
Water Inlet Valve.................................. OPEN
Drain Valve....................................... CLOSED
Manifold Valve...................................... OPEN
Operatory Valves................................. OPEN
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Replacing VistaClear HP Filters
Filters should be replaced at least annually or as
needed depending on local water conditions.
1. Turn off the cold-water inlet on the lower VistaClear
manifold to stop water flow to the system.
2. Open the drain on the lower end of the mixing chamber
to relieve pressure from the system.
3. When the gauges on the system register “0”, use the
supplied sump wrench to remove the filter sumps and
filters. Support the system by holding the filter manifold
while loosening the filter sumps.
4. Remove and discard the expired filters in the normal
trash.
5. Wash and rinse each of the filter sumps with clean
water. Wipe the center section of each filter cap with an
alcohol wipe to clean.
6. Replace the “O” ring in each sump with the prelubricated “O” ring that is supplied with each
replacement filter. Discard old “O” rings.
7. Transfer the filter serial numbers from the outside of
each replacement filter to the permanent record table
on the back page of this manual along with the date
replaced. BE CAREFUL! Do not drop! The filter elements
are fragile.

12. Open the drain valve on the bottom of the mixing
chamber allowing air to be purged from the system.
Once water has filled both filter sumps, water from the
filters will begin to flow to the drain. Allow the water to
run to the drain for 2 minutes to flush filters.
13. Close the drain valve on the mixing chamber and
check the system for any leaks. If a leak is detected,
immediately turn off the water supply and open the
drain valve on the mixing chamber to relief the water
pressure. Attend to the leak then repeat the steps to
check for additional leaks.
14. If the system and attached plumbing fittings are leakfree and the dental units in each operatory have been
attached to the respective dedicated feed lines from the
VistaClear system, open each of the individual valves on
the top manifold and water will flow to each operatory.
Check for leaks at the operatory-end of each line.
15. If all connections are leak-free begin a complete system
purge as described on page 17 of this manual to insure
all lines are clean and ready
for use.
RIGHT SUMP: Carbon Block Filter (R9722)
LEFT SUMP: Ceramic Filter (R9721)

8. Completely remove the labels and plastic wrap from
both filters. Try not to touch the surface of the ceramic
or wear clean gloves. Check for any cracks in the
surface of the filter elements. Do NOT install if cracks
are discovered! Contact the factory for help.
9. Carefully lower the filters into their respective filter
sumps, making certain the open-end cap is “up” in the
housing. Filters are installed in a double-pass “series.”
10. Make certain the filters are centered within the housing
then carefully thread the sumps onto their respective
filter caps on the manifold. Do not cross thread. Firmly
tighten the sumps while supporting the metal manifold.
Hand-tighten only!
11. After both sumps have been tightened, turn on the
water supply by turning the blue handle on the water
valve on the lower manifold. Water will start to flow into
the filter housings.
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R9721

R9722

Ceramic

Carbon Block

R9720
Annual Kit

(Includes both Filters)
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VistaClear Limited Warranty (Retrofit System)*
During the time period and subject to the conditions
hereinafter set forth, Vista Research Group, LLC (VRG)
will repair or replace to the original user any portion of
a VRG product which proves defective due to defective
materials or workmanship of VRG. Contact your nearest
authorized VRG distributor/dealer for warranty service.
At all times VRG shall have and possess the sole right
and option to determine whether to repair or replace
defective equipment, parts, or components. Damage
due to conditions beyond the control of VRG is NOT
COVERED BY THIS WARRANTY. (Contact parcel or
freight company for claims on freight damaged in transit)
WARRANTY PERIOD: VRG shall warrant its dental
waterline treatment systems and other systems for a
period of two (2) years from the date of installation,
or thirty (30) months from the date of manufacture,
which ever comes first. Treatment filtration elements
subject to varying types of water conditions are not
warranted for performance due to fouling by local water
conditions but are warranted for defects in materials and
workmanship.
LABOR, ETC., COSTS: VRG shall in no event be
responsible or liable for the cost of field labor or other
charges incurred by any customer in removing and/or
re-affixing any VRG product, part or component thereof.
THIS WARRANTY WILL NOT APPLY: (a) To defects or
malfunctions resulting from failure to properly install,
operate or maintain the unit in accordance with printed
instructions provided; (b) to failures resulting from abuse,
accident or negligence; (c) to normal maintenance
services and the parts used in connection with such
service; (d) to units which are not installed in accordance
with applicable local codes, ordinances and good
trade practices; (e) if the unit is moved from its original
installation location, or; (f) if the unit is used for purposes
other than for what it was designed and manufactured.
RETURN OF REPLACED COMPONENTS: Any item to be
replaced under this Warranty must be returned to Vista
Research Group, LLC (VRG) in Ashland, Ohio, or such
other place as VRG may designate, freight prepaid. Write
to the address listed below for a return authorization and
the physical address to which items should returned for
warranty attention.
PRODUCT IMPROVEMENTS: VRG reserves the right
to change or improve its products or any portions
thereof without being obliged to provide such change or
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improvement of units sold and/or shipped prior to such
change or improvement.
WARRANTY EXCLUSIONS: As to any specific VRG
product, after the expiration of the time period of the
warranty applicable thereto as set forth under the
heading “Warranty Period” above, THERE WILL BE NO
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY
PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
Some states do not allow limitations on how long an
implied warranty lasts, so the above limitations may not
apply to you. No warranties or representations at any
time made by any representative of VRG shall vary or
expand the provisions hereof.
LIABILITY LIMITATION: IN NO EVENT SHALL VRG
BE LIABLE OR RESPONSIBLE FOR CONSEQUENTIAL,
INCIDENTAL OR SPECIAL DAMAGES RESULTING FROM
OR RELATED IN ANY MANNER TO ANY VRG PRODUCT
OR PARTS THEREOF.
Some states do not allow the exclusion of limitation
of incidental or consequential damages, so the above
limitation or exclusion may not apply to you.
This Warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may
also have other rights which vary from state to state.
For your warranty protection (Magnason-Moss Warranty
Act), the warranty card, if provided, should be completed
and returned to VRG within ten (10) days of installation.
In the absence or other suitable proof of installation
date, the effective date of this warranty will be based
upon the date of manufacture plus one hundred eighty
(180) days.
*Only the new components included with the HP Retrofit System
are covered when installed on an out-of-warranty VistaClear
centrol system.

DIRECT ALL NOTICES, ETC. TO:
Service Department
Vista Research Group, LLC
P.O. Box 321
Ashland, Ohio 44805-0321
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Backflow Prevention
Annual Backflow Preventer Valve Testing:
All VistaCheck backflow preventer valves downstream of the Distribution Manifold on the system should be checked
once per year to make certain they are working properly. Follow these steps to perform this simple but important
testing procedure. This testing procedure will not expose the system to outside contamination.
1. Start with the system in the normal service position.
This means that the water inlet valve on the lower
manifold is open, the air inlet valve is closed, the drain
valve is closed and all valves leading to operatories
are open. The pressure gauges should be registering
readings approximately 40 psi in the service position
if regulators are in place. If regulators are not being
used, the pressure readings will be higher. In the
service position with all operatory valve open, there
will be pressure throughout the entire system.
2. Close the water inlet valve on the lower Control
Manifold and open the drain valve on the Mixing
Chamber to relieve all system pressure and allow
water from the Chamber to run to drain.
3. Examine the VistaCheck backflow preventer valves
above the upper Distribution Manifold. They are
designed with collets on each end that move away
from the fitting body when the fitting is under
pressure. When there is no pressure in the fitting,
the collets can be easily pushed against the fitting
body. Please see the diagrams on the opposite page
that shows the location of the VistaCheck backflow
preventer valves relative to the Distribution Manifold
and the position of collets under various pressure
conditions.

4. With the drain valve still in the open position and
using fingertips, attempt to push the collet on the
outlet side of the VistaCheck (position B) back against
the fitting body.
• If there is strong resistance or the collet cannot
be moved, this indicates that the check valve is
working properly since pressure from the line
running to the opertory is still present.
• If the collet can be pushed back against the fitting
body at position B, that check valve is not working
properly and should be replaced immediately.
Repeat this test procedure on each VistaCheck to
ensure pressure is being held in each operatory
distribution line.
5. To return to normal operating position, close the drain
valve on the Mixing Chamber and open the water
inlet valve on the lower Control Manifold. Pressure
should register on both gauges and the system is
ready for use.

NOTE: If either of the filters were changed during the same time period as the backflow test or if any of the
VistaCheck backflow preventer valves were removed or replaced, be certain to perform a full system cleaning since
the lines and components will have been exposed to possible bacterial contamination.

Test VistaChecks annually. Record test information in the tables on pages 16-17.
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Upper Distribution Manifold
B

A

VistaCheck Backflow Preventer Collet Positions
1B

2B

3B

Check
2

Check
2

Check
2

Check
1

Check
1

Check
1

1A

2A

3A

NO Pressure on Either End

FULL Pressure on Both Ends

Pressure on 3B; None on 3A

Collets can be easily pushed
against fitting body.

Collets can not be easily pushed
against fitting body.

Separation of collet and fitting at 3B
means check valve is working.

© 2000-2017 VRG, LLC. All rights reserved.
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VistaCheck Annual Test Record
VistaClear Model Number: V1000-28-HP VistaClear Retrofit Serial Number:
Your VistaClear Dental Waterline Treatment System comes complete with the appropriate number of VistaCheck Dual
Check Valve Backflow Preventers based on the capacity of the system (4 ops, 6 ops, etc.). The VistaChecks on the
individual 1/4” lines running to each operatory from the distribution manifold (top) should be tested at lease annually
to make certain they are working properly. See the Annual Backflow Preventer Valve Testing section in this manual
for step-by-step details on the procedure. Record your test results in the chart below. There is room for up to eight
(8) check valves since that is the maximum system size available. If your system is a model V1000-34-C, for example,
you would only test the four check valves exiting the system and record results in columns 1-4. It is suggested that
you make a copy of this blank form and use it as a master. Record your data on the copy and keep it with this manual
throughout the years.

• If a check valve passes the test, mark “OK” in the appropriate check valve column box in the chart.
• If a check valve fails the test, mark “FAILED” in the appropriate check valve column box in the chart, perform
the repair or replacement and record the action in the Annual Backflow Preventer Maintenance chart in this
manual.

DATE OF
TEST
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TESTED BY

VISTACHECK CHECK VALVE NUMBER
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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VistaCheck Maintenance Record
VistaClear Model Number: V1000-28-HP VistaClear Retrofit Serial Number:
Your VistaClear Dental Waterline Treatment System comes complete with the appropriate number of VistaCheck Dual
Check Valve Backflow Preventers based on the capacity of the system (4 ops, 6 ops, etc.). The VistaChecks on the
individual 1/4” lines running to each operatory from the distribution manifold (top) should be tested at lease annually
to make certain they are working properly. See the Annual Backflow Preventer Valve Testing section in this manual for
step-by-step details on the procedure. It is suggested that you make a copy of this blank form and use it as a master.
Record your data on the copy and keep it with this manual throughout the years.

• If a check valve fails during the annual test, perform the cleaning, repair or replacement and describe the action
in the chart below.
DATE OF
ACTION

PERFORMED BY

DATE OF FAILED
TEST

© 2000-2017 VRG, LLC. All rights reserved.

CHECK VALVE
NUMBER

DESCRIBE ACTION IN DETAIL
(Cleaned, Repaired, Replaced Cartridges,
Replaced Entire Valve, Etc.)
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VistaClear System Information (Retrofit System)
Thank you for purchasing the VistaClear system for your practice! The following chart is for necessary
information for future reference. Please fill this out completely and keep this manual in a convenient place for
ready access and reference.
Be sure to use our convenient online warranty registration form at vrg.support/register. If you’d prefer, you
may complete and return the included Warranty Registration sheet. Make a copy of the form for your records,
then mail the original to us.
System Name

VistaClear

Original System Model #
Original System Serial #
Retrofit System Model #

R9721 Ceramic
R9722 Carbon Block
Filter Element
Replacement Record
Date

Serial #

V1000-28-HP

Retrofit System Serial #
Carbon Block

Ceramic

Retrofit Filter Element Serial #
Purchased From (Dealer)
Dealer’s Address

Dealer’s Telephone #
Name of Installer
Installer’s Telephone #
Date Installed
Notes

We strongly suggest that you mark your calendar eleven months ahead so that
you don’t forget to order your replacement filter elements (Annual Kit #R9720).
Also mark the anniversary date of the installation on your calendar as an added
reminder. It’s important to replace the filter elements AND test your VistaCheck
Backflow Preventers every 12 months and perform a complete system cleaning
in order to assure the best quality water for your practice. Ask your distributor to
put you on an automatic reminder and/or shipment program.

 VistaResearchGroup.com  vrg.support  (419) 281-3927
 1244 County Road 1475, Ashland, Ohio 44805
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